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Viewics LabOPS™ Core

Next Level Lab Analytics

Achieve greater impact with Viewics LabOPS Core

Healthcare data is growing at an exponential rate, predicted to exceed 2,314 exabytes in 2020.  
(1 exabyte = 1M terabytes). Clinical laboratory testing is a major contributor to this growth. If your 
organization is not prepared to navigate the currents of your lab’s data, it could possibly sink into a sea of 
operational and financial mismanagement. You will need laboratory analytics to stay the course toward 
value based healthcare.

Laboratory analytics is more than just data presented in the form of tables, charts, and graphs. This 
visualization starts with importing raw data and ends with valuable insights for the various stakeholders 
in your organization. LabOPS Core delivers these insights so that you can make informed decisions 
confidently and quickly to improve your lab’s operational, business performance, and diagnostic output.

Provides actionable insights and 
transparency into lab operations 

that empower more informed 
decisions and management of 

how the lab runs

Enables tracking, review 
and analysis of lab trends to 

proactively identify and course-
correct issues to optimize lab 

performance

Generates customized reports 
with a flexible, easy-to-use tool, 
giving labs the right insights, at 

the right time
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LabOPS Core delivers resourceful ways to identify actionable insights.

Why LabOPS Core?

LabOPS Core dashboards offer a variety of key metrics

Actionable Insights by LabOPS Core, powered by Viewics Platform

Why Viewics?

LabOPS Core provides lab directors/managers with 
an easier way to track, review, and identify operational 
trends and challenges. This increased visibility guides the 
decision-making process toward optimizing operations, 
customer delivery, and overall lab performance in a 
targeted and efficient manner.

Reference: 1. Harnessing the Power of Data in Health 
https://med.stanford.edu/content/dam/sm/sm-news/documents/StanfordMedicineHealthTrendsWhitePaper2017.pdf

*1 exabyte equals the space required to store 200 billion digital photos. A 5 megabyte per photo estimate was used in this calculation.

Positivity rates

Re-run analysis

Volume analytics

Outlier reviews 

TAT analytics

Instrument utilization

Test & workload analysis 

Autovalidation statistics

Custom dashboard 
authoring services 

Viewics reveals actionable insights hidden inside of your 
healthcare data. Once available, you can use these trends 
to improve the operational and financial management of 
your lab or other areas of your hospital.


